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Dear reader,
We are delighted that you are holding one of our Define Fine travel books in your
hands. This book is a result of our very personal and very careful research of the life
of this amazing city. It is also a result of very long walks, many sleepless nights and
early mornings, heated discussions and our passion for everything beautiful.
In this book you will not find the usual selection of big hotels and famous sights,
those you already know or will discover without difficulty on your own or in other
guides. We are offering you a selection of places we personally love, the best that this
city and its people have to offer - the places that the locals consider to be special, the
places they love and are proud of. We are grateful for their guidance and recommendations. But ultimately this is our and very personal choice of the finest of privately
owned and operated businesses, in all spheres of life and all price ranges. Being
entrepreneurs ourselves we made it our mission to support and promote projects
which have unique esthetical value.
We are travelling the world with our eyes and hearts wide open to beauty in all its
manifestations. We are delighted to share with you the treasures we found on the
way. We do believe that your travel through this city guided by us will be exciting,
enchanting, enriching. We are not claiming this selection to be final, there are always
new places to discover. But we are sure that we can guide you to what a world traveller
should experience – the essence of Lisbon.
Enjoy your trip!

Veronika Blomgren

Nikola Kostic
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CITY

Whether soaked in its signature bedazzling golden light or taken by winter storms, festive in the summertime or sleepy and quiet when off season, Lisbon is a beauty queen
that leaves you speechless. You must have heard of the retro trams, steep hills and
palaces, but that is just the tip of the iceberg, a pretty and iconic tip for sure, but once
you have sampled it enough, an entirely different dimension to this outstanding city
unfolds. The international creative community has been frothing about Lisbon for good
reason in recent years, and there is even a trend to call this city the new Berlin. Lisbon is
definitely on the rise: it is young, hip and happening. It is a captivating mixture of old,
and shiny brand new attractions alike that make it unique and so attractive. There are
the hidden streets full of azulejo-clad centuries-old mansions, traditional beer bars with
senior patrons, and lavish Moorish palaces hidden behind unassuming facades. And then,
with a single click of the fingers, there are revamped old factories that have become art
clusters, historical markets upgraded to modern gastronomic heaven, cooler-than-youcan-imagine restaurants and bars, and all the fun vibes that come with the above. Step
outside the hipster playground, and there is another wow-factor: the natural wonders
that fringe the city. A short ride away from the centre and here you are, splashed by the
salty breeze, rolling in pristine white dunes, mesmerized by the mighty Atlantic slamming
into the rocks. You really could not wish for a city that has more than Lisbon. Baby, you
stole our hearts.

ROOMS

In Lisbon, the dream of living in a palace comes true with zero extra effort,
as this city has an abundance of the most beautiful historical sights, many
of which have been transformed into living spaces. You can literally live like
a royal in an 18th century noble mansion, clad in the prettiest ceramic tiles,
complete with wall murals and crystal chandeliers – spoil yourself without
even breaking the bank! Thinking of a palace with a capital P? Easy, madam!
Don’t forget your velvet slippers and get ready to soak in the old time luxury.
Prefer more contemporary accommodation? We’ve got the sweetest selection
of modern hotels to please the picky jetsetter in you. Just make sure you don’t
stay locked in your room, however splendid it is, the city can’t wait to unveil all
its other treasures just for you!

ROOMS

Area: BAIXA/CHIADO
Praça do Município 21

ALMALUSA
This fresh boutique hotel skilfully passes itself off as an establishment
that is centuries old. The noble marble, worn-out wooden floors, arched
walls and sepia pictures give you the false impression that it has been
here forever. You almost got us! Yet the smart planning, modern finishing and sleek décor ideas give away the real age of this beautiful venue.
Once you enter your room and run your fingers over the textiles, we bet
you’ll flip that “Do Not Disturb” sign. However, as much as you would
love to stay in, you shouldn’t. Trust us, you won’t regret leaving your
embroidered linen sheets! Wake up on a sunny morning and leave the
nest – oh, that special golden sunlight Lisbon is famous for! – walking
out through the hotel doors to the stunning Praça do Município square
is a special treat. You can’t get closer to the heart of the city than this.

www.almalusahotels.com

41 |

ROOMS

Area: ALFAMA
Páteo Dom Fradique 14

PALÁCIO
BELMONTE
Have you ever daydreamed of a night in a museum? To wander away
from the tour group discreetly, hide in a broom cupboard at a historic
palace, and spend a night in the royal bedchamber, for instance? Here
is your chance, and it’s 100% legal! The name of this hotel does not
mislead: this is a real palace, and it was the residence of the Marques
d’Atalaia, Alvares Cabral and the Earls of Belmonte for over 500 years.
Built in 1449 and sitting atop the ancient ruins, this is one of the oldest
buildings in the city. Intrigued much? Just wait till you see the hotel’s 10
incredible suites! Elegant and extravagant at the very same time, packed
with antiques and finished with the greatest sense of style - we simply
can’t choose our favourite. No wonder celebrities from the past and present - from Vasco da Gama to Christian Louboutin - became loyal fans.
It is a fairytale, and your key awaits.
www.palaciobelmonte.com
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ROOMS

Area: SANTOS
Rua das Janelas Verdes 92

PALÁCIO
RAMALHETE
Another day, another palace. The truth is, we simply can’t get enough
of them as Portugal is blessed to have the most stunning collection
of former royal residences in Europe. Born in the18th century, Palácio
Ramalhete announces itself with less pomp, and therefore feels more
cosy and quiet - yet it channels all the glory of past times. It might be
called a palace, but it feels more like a secret hideaway for a noble family.
Inside though, it is not so modest: there are fireplaces, beautiful wooden
floors, and azulejo, hand-painted blue and white tiles, as well as antique
furniture, you name it. If we could, we would never leave.

www.palacio-ramalhete.com
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ROOMS

Area: AVENIDA
Avenida da Liberdade 164

VALVERDE
This gem of Avenida da Liberdade could be a boutique hotel set up in
London, Paris or New York. It is hip yet classy, modern but timeless and
simply oh-so-sexy. With its dimmed lighting, optical illusion rugs, cushy
sofas in mustard, and sleek 1950’s chairs, this place is eye-candy for anyone with an eye for good design and thoughtful luxury. Valverde is also
an anthem for all things Portuguese: from the collection of porcelain
and art objects to the staff members clad in Lacoste, which is now led
by Portuguese creative director Felipe Oliveira Baptista. All of this is
not to mention the local specialties on the menu. Some call it “national
showcase” - we call it love at first sight.

www.valverdehotel.com

51 |

ROOMS

Area: ROSSIO
Rua do Duque 22

CASA BALTHAZAR
Open that bottle of chilled vinho verde and sit back on your balcony
overlooking the city. Terracotta rooftops, the maze of narrow streets,
even Castelo de São Jorge, all of this can be enjoyed through the prism
of your glass, filled to the brim. The chances of never leaving the hotel
get even higher if you book a room with a private Jacuzzi on the terrace. It may be hip and modern, but retro is the new futurism, haven’t
you heard? Yes, again! This hotel is part of the history of the city, as
it was once home to a local legend, the famous Balthazar, founder of
Confeitaria Nacional. The family still owns the building, and breakfast
is supplied by the bakery mentioned above. Bite into history, literally.

www.casabalthazarlisbon.com
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ROOMS

Area: SANTOS
Rua das Janelas Verdes 26

YORK HOUSE
This converted 17th century Carmelite convent still holds onto its
roots. There are chunky, time-worn wooden poles in the common areas,
whitewashed walls in the bedrooms, hammocks and crème parasols in
the cosy courtyard, all of which add to the generally old -fashioned,
trapped-in-time ambience. However, there is nothing dusty or rusty
about this hotel: it is fresh, modern and irresistibly elegant, with an
appeal that attracts celebrities and noteworthy locals who frequent the
hotel’s gourmet restaurant, which is set in the laid-back garden. They
meet for power-lunches in the same way as other famous guests of the
past once did, such as Graham Greene and John Le Carré back in the old
days. A most extensive wine list might be the secret behind this loyalty.

www.yorkhouselisboa.com

57 |

ROOMS

Area: ALFAMA
Travessa das Merceeiras 27

MEMMO ALFAMA
This beautifully-restored 19th century building is a perfect example of
how good design can create a very special atmosphere. Talented architect Samuel Torres de Carvalho did a brilliant job indeed. The hotel’s
clean lines, rooms in a warm shade of white with rustic wooden floors,
and a flawless rooftop with a daring red-tiled pool, all lend it that laidback yet sexy feel. Sink into a scarlet wire chair on the sun-soaked terrace with a book or, even better, a glass of sangria – who needs a book
when there is a view like this, really! – and behold the busy life of a huge
cruise ship docking just below the rooftops. The stately Tagus River
blinks through your glass, and the whole city lies at your feet.

www.memmohotels.com
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ROOMS

Area: RATO
Rua João Penha 13

CASA AMORA
If you are looking for the type of accommodation that is normally labelled “home away from home”, look no further. This is a typical Portuguese house indeed, only polished to perfection by the owner Luís, who
used to run a successful graphic design bureau, hence the thoughtful
attention to detail, from delicate shades of wall paint to textile patterns.
Every room is dedicated to a significant person from Portuguese culture, like the painter Amadeo de Souza-Cardoso, Poet Florbela Espanca
or singer Amália Rodrigues, and it oozes homey cosiness. The green,
peaceful area of Praça Amoreiras only adds to this feeling. Our favourite
feature is a shady terrace with a handful of tables and canvas loungers,
the perfect hideaway on a sunny day.

www.casaamora.com
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FOOD

There is bacalhau, caldo verde, pastel de nata and all imaginable ways to cook cod,
but we push you to go beyond the stereotypes and order the food you haven’t
read about in your travel guide. Don’t you worry, this kind of food adventurism will lead to some amazing discoveries! Lisbon provides foodies with heaps
of playgrounds, from the most traditional taverns cooking grandma’s fare to
mono-conceptual dining venues: imagine, for instance, a restaurant specializing
only in ceviche, served at a tiny bar beneath a giant octopus which swings from
the ceiling. Or think of a gourmet restaurant creating its dishes from… tinned
products! Sounds suspicious, but mark our words, you will lick your fingers,
your plate and your cutlery! Of course, in this port city seafood reigns, so don’t
be shy and let yourself go ga-ga on all the shells and the other under-the-sea inhabitants, all washed down with chilled vino verde of course – when in Lisbon,
do as the Lisboners do!

FOOD

Area: BAIRRO ALTO
Largo da Trindade 9

100 BISTRO
MANEIRAS
Sleek white walls, crisp white tablecloths, this place looks like it holds
no surprises… but just you wait! “Bistro 100 ways” is a cabinet of
curiosities: how about a secret Hendrix Room upstairs, serving premium
gin-based dishes (seriously, though!) or a private dining lounge for 12
serving cocktails and mini-hamburgers? But the main wonder of this
bistro is its chef, the Serbian prodigy Ljubomir Stanisic who runs his
kitchen with that wild Balkan passion you have seen before in Kusturitsa
movies. Cod served hanging on clothes pegs, anyone? Salmon burger in
cuttlefish-ink bread? Cheese foam with guava sorbet? Now we see why
this guy is one of the judges on the Masterchef Portugal show!

www.restaurante100maneiras.com

69 |

FOOD

Area: PRÍNCIPE REAL
R. Dom Pedro V 129

A CHEVICHERIA
If you want to have dinner under a giant octopus hanging from the
ceiling, you have to book way ahead or be very, very lucky as this tiny
ceviche bar is one of the hot spots on the gastronomic map of the city.
As the name suggests, raw, lightly marinated fish rules here, and there
are some versions of this trendy Peruvian dish that you have never tried
before, we swear - the twists on the classics are extremely creative here.
Our favourite seats are those by the bar, because you can actually see
how your food is prepared: the handsome, tattooed chefs stir in a lot
of action, mixing cubes of sashimi-grade tuna, snapper or salmon with
all the other quirky ingredients before sending it to Chef Kiko Martins
himself, who artfully finishes each dish with all the fancy trimmings, be
it caviar or flower petals. This place is perfect for a fun date, especially
if your vis-à-vis is with an avid foodie.

www.facebook.com/ACevicheriaChefKiko
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FOOD

Area: BAIXA
Praça do Comércio 2

MINISTERIUM
CANTINA
It is a romance that starts with a drink. Or three. You really can’t resist
the temptation once you have tried that Absolute Pineapple, or thick,
lip-smacking piña colada, or any other silky, frothy, head-spinning mix
from the menu. Once you have warmed up, move on to the food. Go
for a tapas-style meal, order in bulk, move those little plates around and
don’t be shy to use your fingers - you might want to lick them too - yes,
it is going to be that good. From bacalhau arancini to grilled octopus,
every bite will make you sing. Honestly, you can spend the whole day
here, moving from lunch at the sun-lit terrace to aperitivo to dinner to
digestives and then – surprise! – the restaurant is going to transform
into a nightclub. Now, that is handy! No reason whatsoever to leave.

www.ministerium.pt
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FOOD

Area: CAIS DO SODRÉ
Rua Nova do Carvalho 58

DUPLEX
This is one of the venues that show the face of a new wave, young and
modern Lisbon. Start your evening with an exciting, creative meal –
Wild boar risotto! Chestnut soup with foie gras! - in the dining room
upstairs, which channels cool retro vibes while serving contemporary
yet comforting cuisine. Then move downstairs to the dark, sexy bar for
after-dinner drinks, fine tunes and rubbing shoulders with the hip locals,
before getting spilled into the whirlwind of happening Pink Street.

www.duplexrb.pt
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FOOD

Area: ALFAMA
Rua de São João da Praça 93-95

POIS CAFÉ
Sweet and cosy, like your grandma’s living room, with mismatched furniture, cushy armchairs, and books and colourful teapots on the shelves.
With a daily selection of lush, buttery cakes on the menu, this café is
destined to become one of your favourites. Sometimes you just need
some peace and quiet to recharge in the middle of a busy day full of
tram rides and hill climbing. Just you, a perfect Apfelstrudel – the café is
owned by Austrian lady, so they know a thing or two about strudels here
– and a bunch of magazines. You know it is just that simple.

www.poiscafe.com
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FOOD

Area: SANTA CATARINA
Rua Marechal Saldanha 1

PHARMACIA
A hip, happening and fun social dining room set up in the stand-alone
building of an old apothecary. The cheeky décor plays up the medical theme: there are retro medicine cupboards stuffed with penicillin
boxes, cutlery is stored in first-aid-kit boxes, wine buckets feature a red
cross, and the WiFi password is “ibuprofeno”. We would expect some
morphine in our drinks, but that would be a bit too extravagant, right?
It is the first time we have actually enjoyed declaring ourselves “Sick!”
without feeling too silly. On sunny days and balmy nights there are canvas sun loungers on the well-trimmed lawn, which call for another round
of long drinks. Lisbon is not the kind of city where you want to rush
around anyway, so sit back and take it slowly. Just as the doctor ordered.

www.facebook.com/restaurantepharmacia
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FOOD

Area: SANTA CATARINA
Rua de Santa Catarina 17

MADAME
PETISCA
The glass box on top of this century-old mansion offers the perfect
vantage point, come rain or shine. The décor is nothing to rave about,
but you most probably won’t even notice it: all eyes will be glued to the
red rooftops and the ships gliding along the surface of the river. Come in
the late afternoon, and sip on viscid port wine till the horizon becomes
a blur. Now, time for tapas!

www.madamepetisca.pt
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FOOD

Area: TERREIRO DO PAÇO
Ala Nascente 62-65

MUSEU DA
CERVEJA
This is the MOMA of all the beer museums of Europe. There is everything you need to know about beer from Portugal and other Portuguesespeaking countries like Brazil, Cape Verde, Mozambique and Angola.
The expo is fascinating even if you have zero passion for this beverage:
all those retro-looking copper brewing vats and shiny pipes, pure steam
punk! But beer is not the only reason why you are here: the local restaurant serves some outstanding gastronomic offerings, and trust us, you
do not want to miss out. Lobster and other shellfish, steaks and famous
fish croquettes come with a side of freshly brewed amber ale, and that
combination is as close to the definition of happiness as can be.

www.museudacerveja.pt
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FOOD

Area: SANTA CATARINA
Miradouro de Santa Catarina (Adamastor)

NOOBAI
A terrace with a head-spinning view is all we need on a sunny day. Well,
some cool funky tunes and solid drinks won’t hurt either! You can enjoy
the river views any day, be it a sizzling summer afternoon or a crispy winter
night, just cocoon yourself in a fluffy blanket and order a hot toddy
instead of vinho verde. If you’re plotting a night out zipping through
the streets of bar zone Bairro Alto, this is the perfect starting point. And
if it is Sunday and a fun DJ is on duty, you might never want to leave!

www.noobaicafe.com
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FOOD

Area: BAIXA
Rua dos Bacalhoeiros 117

SILVA E FEIJÓO
This little gem is a treasure chest for any picky foodies who wish to get
to know as much about the traditional Portuguese delicatessen as possible. There are hundreds of those eye-candy conservas tins (can we have
all of those jewels, please?), farmers’ cheese from all around the country,
sardine pate, “grandma’s” fruit jams, artisan bread and all the other exciting local specialties that would make a perfect picnic basket. And that
is exactly what you should do: don’t wait and take all those goodies back
home as presents and treats, instead, go to the nearest picturesque spot
and throw a royal picnic with a view! That would definitely be a lunch
to remember.

www.silvaefeijoo.pt
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FOOD

Area: BAIXA/CHIADO
Praça do Comércio 82

CAN THE CAN
The art of the tin. Or can. Whichever word you prefer to use to refer to
those delicacies that come sealed in colourful, flat metal boxes – Portugal’s iconic goods are legendary. You can find those beauties (seriously,
we would love to collect them all!) almost everywhere, from speciality
shops to farmers markets, but ‘Can the Can’ takes the love of conserves
to a whole new level. This venue is on a mission to prove that canned
food can be a gourmet experience, and they are doing it in style: there
are rare vintage cans on display for the wow effect, a massive and unique
chandelier made of sardine tins, and all the dishes served are so beautifully presented that you would never tell most of the ingredients came
from aluminium containers. Have we already mentioned that those conserves come with a side of traditional fado performance? Definitely a
dinner to remember.

www.canthecanlisboa.com
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FOOD

Area: ROSSIO
Praça da Figueira 18B

CONFEITARIA
NACIONAL
How crazy for pastel de nata are you? If you love it, you will be in
heaven. Otherwise, well, you will be on cloud 9 anyway, as the oldest
confectionary in town has something amazing to offer anyone with a
sweet tooth. Founded in 1829 by local legend Baltazar Castanheiro Jr,
once a supplier to the Portuguese royal family, this is still the go-to place
for lavish cakes, chocolate treats and a variety of baked goods. Save your
diet preferences and gluten-free habits till tomorrow, they are alien here,
go instead with Marie-Antoinette’s mantra: Let them eat cake!

www.confeitarianacional.com
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FOOD

Area: CAIS DO SODRÉ
Avenida 24 de Julho, 49,

TIME OUT
MARKET
There was a time when food markets were places to visit to buy fresh
farmers produce, but not any more. These days, markets are essentially
for anything but grocery shopping. Instead, they are perfectly designed
for people-watching, long Sunday brunching, wine-tasting and other
gourmet experiences. Mercado da Ribeira is the queen among local newwave markets: the classical mid-19th century bazaar has been revamped
and turned into a hip and happening hot spot with more than 40 food
outlets, and some of them are award-winning projects run by celebrity
chefs. However, that doesn’t make this market overly fancy: it is still a
place for anyone in search of a cheerful atmosphere and yummy bites,
where they can spend a good time with friends. The only problem is
choice – try to figure out what you should have for lunch when every
stall offers something equally tempting!
www.timeoutmarket.com
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FOOD

Area: SANTOS
Avenida Brasília

K URBAN BEACH
This stunning all-white beach club channels some serious Ibiza vibes.
Waterfront location – check. Famous DJs rocking the decks at the height
of the party season - check. Rows of Moët ready to be sprayed around
– check. Sun loungers to dance on till sunrise, stiletto heels kicked off
– check. Follow the locals and come to get the most out of this venue
even before the fun part takes off: there are two restaurants serving delicious food, one specializing in meat while the other is all about sea food.
Which team are you on tonight?

www.facebook.com/Urban.Beach.K
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FOOD

Area: SANTA CATARINA
Rua do Poço dos Negros 105

COMPANHIA
PORTUGUEZA
DO CHÁ

Tea has always been an important product for trader nations such as
Portugal once was, yet there are not many places in the city dedicated to
this delicate import. In fact, Companhia Portugueza do Chá is the only
tea boutique in Lisbon! If you take your cuppa seriously, this beautiful
shop is a must visit: there are heaps of treasures packed in pretty tins
stocked around the antique cupboards. Old food, the finest tea – we bet
you can imagine the subtle bouquet of scents that envelop the senses as
soon as you step inside. Apart from the precious leaves, there are bone
china cups, cherished pots, and books. For the true tea aficionado, it is
simply impossible to leave empty handed, but that was never part of the
plan anyway, right? Everyone needs a box of Lisbon Breakfast to make
life back home that bit more bearable!

www.facebook.com/Companhia-Portugueza-do-Chá-Vieira-PintoImportação-e-Comércio-de-Chá-378317809002148/
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FOOD

Area: CAIS DO SODRÉ
Rua Ribeira Nova 28

SALA DE CORTE
Lisbon might be famous for its seafood specialties, but we say: enough
of that! Well, at least for one night we are turning into shameless carnivores, ready to stab our steak knives into perfectly rare pieces of sirloin
– or chuletón de buey for that matter. The formula for Sala de Corte is
simple: 6 cuts, 7 dressings to choose from. The highest quality meat
comes from Spain, Ireland and Uruguay, is chargrilled to your taste (and
perfection in any case!) and served on a chunky wooden board with a
side of tomato relish, a pretty vine of ripe cherry tomatoes dressed in
vinegar, and a pinch of gourmet salt. The “less is more” mantra has
never made so much sense!

www.saladecorte.pt
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FOOD

Area: PRAÇA MARTIM MONIZ
Commercial Centre Martim Moniz

TOPO
When in Lisbon, we cannot get enough of the rooftop venues, because
the city views are irresistible! We all know that urban panoramas look
their best through the prism of a wine glass, don’t we? Topo is a bit hard
to find but the search pays off once you see what is on offer: a view over
the noble São Jorge Castle, showing itself in all its glory, that cool breeze
running through your hair, a brassy sunset light flooding the terrace. All
of the above is essential to the Lisbon experience, the same as riding
a retro tram or hunting for the perfect pastel de nata. Grab a glass of
chilled vinho verde or one of the skilfully crafted cocktails, and mix with
locals-in-the-know swaying to the DJ’s tunes.

www.facebook.com/TOPO-1679047655647575/
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FOOD

Area: RATO
Travessa das Amoreiras 1

ESTÓRIAS, NA CASA
DA COMIDA
This precious gem is totally worth straying away from the beaten track for.
The recently reopened restaurant by renowned Portuguese chef, Bertílio
Gomes, wins your heart at first sight, let alone first bite (oh, just you wait!).
It is airy and soaked in light that comes from the stunning courtyard, and
full of beautiful details. Antique table silverware, crystal glass decanters,
white and blue ceramic tiles, we simply can’t resist the understated charm
of this venue. Enough of the ambiance, though, moving on to the even
more important thing: food! The old version of the name of this legendary place, which used to be called Casa da Comida, translates as “House
of Food” and it could not be more accurate. Every bite that comes from
the kitchen window will make your taste buds burst with joy. Grouper in
fragrant clam broth, oxtail ravioli, melting-as-it-touches your palate beef
tataki, chilli and garlic prawns, not to mention the out-of-this-world suckling pig terrine – normally we are not overly excited about Michelin guide
suggestions, but here we give the French snobs a big high-five!
www.casadacomida.pt
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FOOD

Area: CHIADO
Rua do Alecrim 70

PALÁCIO CHIADO
A food court set in a splendid palace – yes, you heard us right! Of course,
compared to a shopping mall’s food court this is going to be a completely
different experience, but the concept remains very clear: grab a tray, pick
any dish you fancy. Don’t forget to chew – we’re telling you that because
the beauty that will surround you is simply overwhelming. For a more special occasion, go up the stairs to the stunning enfilade of room after room
of fine dining. The well-known “party palace” of the 17th century, which
was once owned by the second Baron of Quintela and the first Count of
Farrobo, has been painstakingly restored to its former glory, so that beautiful murals, marble statues and stained glass windows bedazzle everyone
who walks in. The best thing about this place is that you do not need a
special occasion to soak up that aesthetic luxury – you are welcome just
for a cup of tea, if you don’t feel like a proper meal. It really is that simple.

www.palaciochiado.pt
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FOOD

Area: ALFAMA
Rua dos Bacalhoeiros 18A

TABERNA
MODERNA
Come earlier than your table booking hour and take enough time for
an aperitif: Lisbonita Gin Bar was the first hip place in the city to serve
up your boozy refreshment, and it is still one of the best, serving some
lovely cocktails to put you in the right mood and fire up your appetite.
Once you are done with the gin and tonic, move to your table and prepare for a feast. The restaurant might look simple and unpretentious, at
the same time being beautifully designed, but their menu is anything but
simple, with some quirky modern twists on traditional local dishes. The
concept is tapas-inspired, which means you have to order in bulk, share
everything and don’t think too long over the last remaining bite as it will
go in the blink of an eye. More plates, please!

www.facebook.com/taberna.moderna
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FOOD

Area: BAIRRO ALTO
Rua de São Pedro de Alcântara 83

THE INSÓLITO
Follow the moose in the monocle! Once you have spotted the quirky
sign, go inside the handsome two-century old mansion and let the retro
lift take you up, and on up to the rooftop. Remember our tip and go early
to catch the sunset – there is nothing prettier than that melted golden
light over the terracotta-coloured city roofs – and let the barman pair
that epic view with a signature Daiquiri de Pêra Rocha, made with local
sweet pear. When nature’s spectacular show is over, move inside to the
boho dining room and get ready for another display – this one gastronomical. Get octopus, steak and everything in between – let it be a feast!

www.theinsolito.pt
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FOOD

Area: LX FACTORY
Rua Rodrigues de Faria 103

1300 TABERNA
Polished concrete, open wires, gigantic warehouse windows – we love,
love, love the industrial vibe of this busy, ever-packed restaurant! Although it doesn’t really look “green” the way other hippy-style places
normally appear, the dining concept is all about seasonal farmers produce and all things sustainable. Nobody screams about it, which we appreciate a lot – the kitchen just does its job and lets you enjoy the results
without applying too much pressure. This place is perfect for large companies: there are communal tables under chandeliers made from aluminium spoons, mismatched furniture, and that overall vibe of a happy
mess. Have we mentioned amazing food, which is also very, very affordable? Now you know.

www.1300taberna.com
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FOOD

Area: LX FACTORY/ALCÂNTARA
Rua Rodrigues de Faria 105

A PRAÇA
So, you have spent three good hours at the LX Factory, snapped all the
cool street art, bought a whole lot of vintage dresses, had a beard trim
and even signed up for acting classes, maybe – now you deserve a break.
A Praça is a no-brainer: good vino, pastas, tapas and steaks, an urban
café vibe and a mismatched, loud and happy crowd. Get a glass full of
sangria, stretch your legs and feel like a local. ‘Cause at that moment you
are truly one of them.

www.restauranteapraca.pt
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FOOD

Area: BELÉM
Doca do Bom Sucesso, Santa Maria de Belém

À MARGEM
This flawless white pavilion on the banks of the Tejo river - a project
from architects João Pedro Falcão de Campos and Ricardo Vaz - looks
like it is from the set of some futuristic movie, where the world is all
white and perfect, the people are smart, beautiful and dressed in sleek
ergonomic suits, and life flows just the way it does in your most perfect
dreams. Come for a meal or a drink and stay for half a day - the dream
will surround you, suck you in and absorb you. It is incredible how a
pure and intelligent urban design concept can change our perception of
the world. It feels almost too down-to-earth to mention food here. So
we will let it be a dream.

www.amargem.com
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ART

Art is the second name for this city, whether we speak of centuries-old frescoes,
the legendary blue-and-white ceramic tiles scattered around town, lavish cathedrals, intricate cast-iron city elevators that twin with the Eiffel tower – oh, the
whole city is a work of art, really! – or the new artsy wave sweeping the city. The
highly creative vibe flows from local young talent as much as it does from around
the world, transforming Lisbon into a cool modern hub. There are galleries to
suit any taste, exhibitions, conceptual spaces and festivals, not to mention street
art to add salt and pepper to the Lisbon landscape. Every walk can become a tour
of art, without you even asking for it. Step out and let the city surprise you.

ART

Area: BAIRRO ALTO
Rua de O Século 79

CARPE DIEM
ARTE Е PESQUISA
A contemporary art exhibition space set in a real palace – what a winwin, we could not ask for more! Imagine an abandoned classical estate,
complete with squeaky wooden floors, chipped marble statues and faded
murals. Now add to it some daring art objects: 3D wire installations, noir
photography, canvas screaming “I belong to Art Basel Hong Kong” and
all the other visual works that will make you wonder, question, and think.
Carpe Diem is an experimental art platform and non-profit organization
supported by the Ministry of Culture, which focuses on research and
support for emerging artists, so their selection is always quite unique
compared to other private galleries. One thing that we can promise you:
even if you don’t really feel the current show, the setup will nevertheless
impress.

www.carpe.pt
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ART

Area: RATO
Rua da Escola Politécnica 167

GALERIA DE
SÃO MAMEDE
This is one of the oldest galleries in Lisbon, having been founded in the
60s, and it has never moved from its original location. What you find
inside is an enfilade of rooms with arched red brick-clad ceilings and
rough floors that support a brilliant collection of modern Portuguese
art. In fact, Big names, new names and occasional shows from the most
refined international artists – this gallery has a flawless reputation worldwide, and we can totally see why.

www.saomamede.com
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ART

Area: BELÉM
Av. Brasília, Central Tejo

MAAT
Can art become an adventure? It sure can, and Maat will prove it beyond
doubt. That adventure can even be turned into art. This former power
plant, carefully restored to mint condition, received a new lease of life
as the perfect space for art exhibitions, installations, concerts, visual art
workshops and even birthday parties. Everything is top-notch here, with
spectacular architecture and world-class exhibitions. Make sure you don’t
miss the narrow staircase leading to the basement, where a centuries-old
boiler room is shown in all its glory. Steampunk forever!

www.maat.pt
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ART

Area: ROSSIO
Rua das Portas de Santo Antão 58

CASA DO
ALENTEJO
Never mind the plain facade, you will be instantly bedazzled once you
walk in. There is an entire Moorish palace hiding inside! The main purpose of this tasteful space is to serve as a community hangout for people
from the Alentejo region, and it has been serving them well for decades.
You can see old folks playing cards, sipping on vino, or napping over their
newspapers. There is a choral group, a library, and daytime dancing on
Sundays. There is also a glorious restaurant on the top floor, as well as a
Louis XVI-style ballroom. Above all, the courtyard of the palace dates
back to the 17th century and has to be its main attraction, which is why
we could not help putting this place in the ART category.

www.casadoalentejo.com.pt
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ART

Area: INTENDENTE
Largo do Intendente Pina Manique

VIÚVA LAMEGO
The famous Portuguese factory producing azulejos tiles might have
moved to Sintra, but their historical, once state-of-the-art building
remains where it has stood for centuries, so that anyone can wow over its
tile-clad façade, which has stayed intact since 1865. There are two walls
for the lover of all things pretty to rave about: a colourful one with scenes
from Portugal’s trading past, and an even more striking one in blue and
white. Gems like these are the reasons why Lisbon has our hearts.

www.viuvalamego.com
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ART

Area: LX FACTORY/ALCÂNTARA
Rua Rodrigues de Faria

LER DEVAGAR
This is one very special bookstore, and you need to see it with your own
eyes even if you are a Kindle fan who hasn’t touched a paper book for
years. Located in the heart of the hip LX Factory, it occupies the former
industrial printing space – what could fit the concept better! - hence the
massive windows, exposed wires and bricks, and antique printing machines. There are thousands upon thousands of books, stacked on shelves
that go up, and up, and up – even when you get to the upper floor of the
space, you still have to crane your neck to see where those shelves end.
The famous flying cyclist floats in mid-air, and there are quite a few other
cool art objects scattered around the shop. Grab a book, order a coffee
or wine in either of the two local bars, and spend an hour doing what
the name of the shop suggests: reading slowly. If you are around at the
weekend, it is a nice idea to drop by on Sunday morning to check out the
weekly art market.

www.lerdevagar.com
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ART

Area: ROSSIO
Rua do Ouro

ELEVADOR DE
SANTA JUSTA
The one and only vertical elevator which remains, this popular tourist
attraction is an anthem to the industrial era. If it seems to look familiar,
here is why: this striking neo-gothic iron structure was designed by Raul
Mesnier du Ponsard, a student of genius engineer Gustave Eiffel himself. Yes, you got it right, the elegant arches of this 45m high landmark
remind us of the Eiffel tower! Although it is the most convenient way to
reach the Bairro Alto and Chiado districts from Baixa without grabbing
a cab, this trip is about the journey itself, not the final destination. The
cabins that take you up are elegant relicts from the past, covered with lacquered wooden panels and decorated with brass elements. There is even a
grumpy gentleman who functions as “driver”. A true time machine!

www.carris.pt/en/elevators
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ART

Area: BRAÇO DE PRATA
Rua Fernando Palha 56

UNDERDOGS
GALLERY
Have you noticed that the streets of Lisbon are full not only with classical
façades and pretty ceramic tiles, but also with some seriously amazing
street art? When you see a gigantic mural, the chances are high that the
Underdogs collective was in charge of putting it there. This is not just
another contemporary art gallery, it is an institution that is, in a way,
responsible for Lisbon’s upbeat modern look. The crew of curators led
by street artist Alexandre Farto, more famous as Vhils, make sure art does
not stay trapped within gallery walls but spills out onto the city streets.
They arrange collaborations with visual creatives from around the world
and approach street art with a global sensibility. You can see what is hot
and trending at their exhibition space, or sign up for a tour and let those
cool cats guide you through the most exciting art sights of the city.

www.under-dogs.net
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FASHION

Forget about big names or your favourite international labels when in Lisbon.
Instead, go indie: look out for young local designers and unique items that will
probably turn heads when you are back home. How about an everlasting umbrella made of natural cork? Or a speaker made of teak? A made-to-measure
summer blazer in a funky tartan linen? And of course, all things gourmet: artisan jams, conservas in state-of-the-art cans that beg you to start your own private
collection, and glass jars of pate to beat the famous French delicacy. Lisbon
might not have the massive fame of a mind-blowing shopping destination, but
it will not leave you empty-handed either, or with your credit card intact. One
thing we have to warn you about: get ready to do your gourmet shopping twice,
as most of the souvenirs will be gone way before you zip your suitcase!

FASHION

Area: PRÍNCIPE REAL
Rua D. Pedro V, nº16

PELCOR
With Portugal being a leader in the world’s cork supply – thanks to the
groves of beautiful and rare cork oaks in the province of Alentejo and
other regions of the country – it was only a matter of time before this
ecologically-friendly, allergen-free, recyclable and bio-degradable material would be used not only for practical but aesthetic purposes as well.
Walk into Pelcor and let them prove that cork is truly amazing and multifunctional: they sell totes, clutches, and laptop cases – in different shapes
and colours! – all made of cork, and they look as fancy as your Fendi bag.
There are even umbrellas made of cork, which are naturally waterproof
and durable. As it turns out, cork is so much bigger than a simple wine
stopper!

www.pelcor.pt
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FASHION

Area: PRÍNCIPE REAL
Praça do Príncipe Real 26

EMBAIXADA
One of the most stunning sights in the city, this Moorish palace at the
heart of Príncipe Real was beautifully restored to its full glory, with just
the right amount of patina left on the intricate ceiling stucco. Now home
to the best in local fashion and interior design, this palace is a true wonder. Contemplate your shopping options at the Gin Lovers bar, have some
lovely snacks at the stunning Less restaurant, or just wander around. You
can touch and feel the incredible beauty of the space, torn as to what to
admire most, the divine architecture or the latest masterpieces in contemporary Portuguese design.

www.embaixadalx.pt
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FASHION

Area: PRÍNCIPE REAL
Rua da Escola Politécnica 42

ENTRE TANTO
This indoor market is the ultimate lifestyle experience: walk in looking
for a funny t-shirt for your five-year-old niece, and end up spending a
few hours here. Buy a one-of-a-kind tote made by a local young designer,
a surf board, some “pre-loved” 60’s flared overalls, then indulge in a
manicure and have lunch with your pooch – yep, not only is this place
the perfect playground for humans, it’s pet-friendly too! The elegant 17th
century mansion contains a maze of more than 20 shops, from fashion
boutiques to vintage corners to pastry stalls. Speaking of the latter: don’t
miss the legendary Banoffee cheesecake!

www.entretanto.pt
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FASHION

Area: PRÍNCIPE REAL
Praça do Príncipe Real 26

LINKSTORE
A den for the modern gentleman – who is extremely hip, yet irresistibly
classy – set in a beautiful mansion, complete with mosaic wooden floors
and the scent of history in the air. Oversized canvas and leather bags,
perfect for jet-set leaps from New York to Ibiza, or just a sleepover in
style. Cashmere beanies that will not make you look like your grandma has
forced you to keep your head warm. Elegant laptop cases made of buttery
lamb skin. Even the linen aprons in masculine colours look so hot that
you will want to wear them to the office (we’re not even kidding). There
is something to make every aspect of a man’s lifestyle – working hours,
travel, or leisure time – that bit more good-looking.

www.linkstore.pt
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FASHION

Area: PRÍNCIPE REAL
Praça do Príncipe Real 26

UOY
UOY stands for Uncover the Original You, which in this particular case
should be read as “man up and stop buying ready-made clothes”. Seriously, what could feel nicer than constructing your own office suit, a casual
jacket or even a shirt, choosing just about every detail – from the width
of the collar to the textile for the lining, to the shade of the buttons – all
just to your liking. Local tailors are ready to guide you through all the
possible models and materials, so that in the end you get a garment that
fits like a second skin. And it won’t even break the bank, as this service is
more than affordable, and so much fun! Who said a made-to-measure suit
is exclusively a high-class privilege?

www.uoy.me
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FASHION

Area: BAIXA
Rua da Madalena 68-70

THE LISBON
WALKER
Buy a brilliant pair of leather shoes that will serve you for years, and get
a genuine bottle of wine together with your receipt – that is a shopping
concept that any man can appreciate! They really present you with a bottle
of vino with your purchase here, but that is not really why you want to
own those loafers. Every pair from The Lisbon Walker, be it classic shiny
oxfords or relaxed suede sneakers, is extremely comfy and made with
unbelievable attention to detail, from the sole to the holes for laces. Now
that your feet are properly dressed, it is time to pop that bottle of red!

www.thelisbonwalker.com
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FASHION

Area: BAIRRO ALTO
Rua das Salgadeiras 10

CORK & CO
Want to be a man of the future? Wear cork, eat on cork, sleep on cork!
Yes, you heard us right: the very same material that for centuries has been
used to keep your Mumm from popping can also be used for... well, just
about anything, really. From jewellery (and you will not believe how cool
it looks) to tableware to furniture, cork seems to be the most versatile
material after plastic. Only it is natural, hence all the goodness – in use,
and in the after-life stage as well. Modern-minded people have to consider
it, and we really do.

www.corkandcompany.pt
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FASHION

Area: LX FACTORY/ALCÂNTARA
Rua Rodrigues de Faria 103

AMAZINGSTORE
Give your Rolex and your favourite Tom Ford shades a break: try something absolutely fresh for a change! Like the wooden watches and sunglasses you will find in this quirky little shop. You will be amazed how
cool they can look, and how comfortable they feel! Got hooked? Then try
a wooden tie, bamboo earphones, and get yourself a teak wallet – these
guys truly incorporate the “eco-friendly” concept into everyday life. They
also make sure part of their profits go to underprivileged communities in
India, Nepal and Guatemala, so not only are you buying a cool piece of
contemporary design, you are also helping those in need. Wood is good!

www.amazingstore-pt.com
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FASHION

Area: RATO
Rua Alexandre Herculano 39A

39A CONCEPT
STORE
There are concept stores that are so-called solely because it sounds cool,
but this is not the case here. You get it right away, because it takes time
to realise quite what kind of space you are in – a contemporary art space
or a boutique for indie designers. Ok, we will take that dilemma off your
shoulders: you don’t have to choose, it is indeed a shop and an art gallery
in one. Art collaborations are the biggest part of this tongue-in-cheek
project, and the installation changes constantly, so the space never looks
exactly the same. The store stocks some quirky local designers, one-offs,
limited editions and unique finds. If you want to make sure your outfit is
gonna stand out, look no further – this is your happy place. 39A is like a
chameleon, and boy do we love exotic animals!

www.39a.pt
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FASHION

Area: CHIADO
Rua Serpa Pinto 15B

LOJA DO BUREL
If you wish to have a piece of Portugal close to your heart, then this is
the address for you: get yourself a scarf or shawl made of the highest
quality wool from the mountains of Portugal, and let it warm you up on
those days when you need a loving hug the most. They don’t just have
scarves here! Everything displayed in the shop – from coats to rugs to
backpacks – is made of the same material, called burel. This Portuguese
black wool was historically used by the shepherds of the Serra da Estrela
mountains to make their capes. It is incredibly soft, warm and durable, so
one touch and you are in love! The brand collaborates with local youngand-bright designers and takes custom orders too, so if you want a pair
of cosy home slippers in your clan’s tartan pattern, feel free to ask them
to make them for you.

www.burelfactory.com
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INTERIOR
DESIGN&
DÉCOR

This city has a quirky taste in decor imprinted into its genetic code: if you think
of the uniqueness of Portugal’s history, you can totally see why. The Moorish heritage extravaganza alone is something to wow about! While exploring
the city, you will be amazed by the pretty hidden riads that you’ll find tucked
away behind nondescript facades, and other head-spinning historical sites that
have been transformed into shopping venues and restaurants. Palaces galore!
However, the modern taste in architecture and interior design is nothing like
the city’s lavish, exaggerated historical heritage, it is more about sleek, ubercontemporary, eco-conscious concepts that have put local designers on the
global map. Let us guide you through both those facets of Portuguese exterior
and interior design, so that you can choose which speaks to you most.

INTERIOR DESIGN & DÉCOR

Area: CHIADO
Rua Anchieta 11

A VIDA
PORTUGUESA
A rare shop that your Portuguese granny would love as much as you do,
well, if you had one. This small chain is more than just your average souvenir boutique selling cute yet typical Lisbon memorabilia. It is a showcase of the most authentic Portuguese brands, and many of them can be
found only at A Vida Portuguesa these days. Here you can find irresistibly
attractive perfumed soaps in the prettiest boxes you’ve ever seen, stateof-the-art tins of conservas and glass jars of clover flower tea, cough candies, lavender water and finely embroidered cotton snack bags, you name
it. Including some of the finest ceramics, iconic shoes and textile brands,
books for kids and so much more – this is literally a whole life squeezed
into one retail space. The packaging around most of the products will
make any design lover go crazy: the graphics, the fonts, the colour blocking! You will be tempted to overspend, but it is totally worth it.
www.avidaportuguesa.com
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INTERIOR DESIGN & DÉCOR

Area: PICOAS
Rua Filipe Folque, nº26 C

BRANCA
This Lisbon-born design bureau, led by home-grown designer Marco
Sousa Santos, works exclusively with local craftsmen who mostly use local materials. With that in mind, the chair you sit on in the airy, sunlit
showroom is an anthem to this amazing country. The crew behind this
beautiful furniture collection says that every object is designed with the
chilly breeze from the Atlantic and the signature local white light in mind.
Touch it, feel it, buy it. By appointment only, so make a call in advance.

www.branca-lisboa.com
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INTERIOR DESIGN & DÉCOR

Area: PRÍNCIPE REAL
Rua da Escola Politécnica 42

VINTAGE
DEPARTMENT
There is always a place for a vintage piece in any interior, even the most
futuristic – you just have to put thought into the choice. The curators at
Vintage Department have done it for you: two spacious, beautiful rooms
are filled with carefully selected objects that had a life before (and maybe
not just one!) but because they are classics - we are talking some Charles
Eames and Arne Jacobsen pieces here! – they will never become scrap.
The timeless, elegant and eye-catching décor elements displayed here are
all in perfect condition and ready to crown any new interior. Plus, there
are dozens of other fun things to run your fingers over – golden skull
paperweight, anyone?

www.vintage-department.com
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INTERIOR DESIGN & DÉCOR

Area: BAIRRO ALTO
Rua do Alecrim 68

D’OREY
AZULEJOS
Give us all the tiles! Seriously, we can hardly control ourselves when it
comes to azulejos, traditional Portuguese hand-painted ceramic tiles.
Those tiny beauties are everything, and they are everywhere, too – there
is hardly a single house in Lisbon that does not have at least one colourful
square on its walls, sometimes at a quite random spot. It is like taking part
in a quest: go and find them all! If games are not your thing (pity!), here is
an address for the ultimate azulejos fix – the d’Orey Azulejos store. From
classical motifs from the 15th and 16th centuries to more contemporary
designs, they have them all here, and they can be yours with or without
breaking the bank, depending how big your dream bathroom might be.
They also have an impressive collection of vintage industrial furniture
and porcelain sculptures. A must for a style curious traveller!

www.doreytiles.pt
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INTERIOR DESIGN & DÉCOR

Area: ALFAMA
Rua de São João da Praça 120,

TERESA PAVÃO
A queen of Portuguese contemporary ceramics, Lisbon-born artist Teresa
Pavão creates subtle, elegant and gracious objects - from tableware to
international exhibition numbers - with clay and glaze. Her coffee cups
seem to breathe and her bowls seem to have stories to tell. They are
all slightly different, with those beautiful imperfections that make things
more than just “things”. A true artist’s work, and an exquisite delight for
an avid ceramics lover. This boutique is actually Teresa Pavão’s workshop,
but you are very welcome to look in and wander around, asking questions.
www.teresapavao.com
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INTERIOR DESIGN & DÉCOR

Area: PRÍNCIPE REAL
Rua Dom Pedro V 70

SOLAR
If you are at all interested in interior design, this place will make your
heart skip a beat. Since 1957 the owners have been collecting, restoring,
and salvaging Portuguese antiques from around the country. They have
the most impressive collection of things, from furniture to artefacts. But
of course azulejos reign supreme here. Ranging from quite affordable
examples to those that are rare and unique, there are tiles for every soul.
Come here to be immersed in time and passion, and to be lost in the labyrinth of those fragile blues and whites. A must on your list!

www.solar.com.pt
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INTERIOR DESIGN & DÉCOR

Area: BAIRRO ALTO
Rua da Misericórdia 31

REPÚBLICA
DAS FLORES
One step inside this kingdom of head-spinning colours and scents, and
you are lost in a fantasy world. This shop – much inspired by the spirit of
Indonesian adventure - has all the beautiful props to create a magical den
in your own abode: heaven-scented candles, throws and blankets, artisan
perfumes in those irresistible crystal bottles, feathers and heavy teapots,
and some unique furniture pieces. Everything one needs to create a home
that is simply impossible to leave. Just add some fresh flowers – which
you can get right here too!

www.republicadasflores.pt
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HEALTH &
BEAUTY

Just walking around the city gets you healthy – try climbing up and down the
steep hills without hitting the Uber button for one day, and tell us how your
calves feel! The city definitely takes care of your heart rate and your muscle
tone, and eliminates the extra calories you have gained by overindulging in
batter-fried cod and crunchy, addictive pastel de nata. If that is not enough, you
are welcome to ask for more: there is golfing, surfing, trekking and rowing to
keep you busy! And once you have finished sweating away, there are a number
of spas where your tortured body is gonna be in capable, caring hands. We have
it all covered for you.

HEALTH & BEAUTY

GOLF
You might think football, surfing and wine-tasting are the national sports
of Portugal (all of which is true) but golfing is yet another favourite.
Actually, Portugal has reigned at the top of European golfing destinations for years, winning all the prestigious awards and hosting some of
the most significant competitions. And boy, does this country have everything going for it! The mild climate all year round, the courses for any
level, the scenery with its emerald lawns set on cliff tops with views over
the infinite ocean – which doesn’t help, really, as you can easily miss that
ball! The Lisbon coast is famous for courses designed for advanced golfers, with Penha Longa being the most well-regarded, boasting as it does
the most stunning location. But there are many more to choose from Estoril, Praia D’El Rey, etc. Get those fancy gingham shorts ready!
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HEALTH & BEAUTY

Area: BELÉM
Doca de Belém

ROWING CLUB
It is all about the fresh river breeze, the muscle tension, the team work
– rowing is lots of fun, and doing it in Lisbon is even more enjoyable!
Seriously, if you need a break from your daily travel routine – sampling
vintage port wines, a seafood-eating marathon, tram riding, castle hunting – this is a great thing to do for a change. The good news is you do not
have to be a trained athlete to enjoy the ride, just join the Clube Naval
de Lisboa or ANL and let them guide you through this discipline. But as
much as it is an adventure, rowing is an intense workout as well. Burn
those pastéis de nata you’ve been gorging on for the past few days!

www.clubenavaldelisboa.pt
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HEALTH & BEAUTY

Area: LX FACTORY/ALCÂNTARA
Rua Rodrigues Faria 103

THE BARBER
FACTORY
Strictly gentlemen only. This spacious loft set in one of the former warehouses of LX Factory has everything a modern Don Draper might need:
skilful barbers able to tame the wildest of beards, craft beers, Hendrix
gin, the latest tunes and a company of likeminded folks dressed up in
vintage rolled-up jeans and perfectly preppy button-downs. Wander in
even if your undercut is sharp and doesn’t need a fix, ‘cause you surely
need that old school Reuzel pomade for your coxcomb moustache, and a
glass of Jack on the rocks.

www.facebook.com/Thebarberfactory
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HEALTH & BEAUTY

SURFING
You say “Atlantic”, we say “Paddle out!” Portugal is the northern equivalent of Bali, if you know what we mean: surfers from all around Europe
flock here to ride those perfect waves. The water is quite chilly, so a wetsuit is a must throughout the year, but it doesn’t seem to put anyone off.
Apart from some popular spots within Lisbon, there are the coastal towns
of Ericeira and Cascais just a short drive from the city, where wave-riding
is the main attraction. If you are a first-timer, there are plenty of surf
schools that will take good care of you and assist in making those first
steps into the water. And if you are an advanced rider, well, we guess you
are already waxing your board as you read. Good news for those surf
widows out there: the local beaches are so dreamy – think picture-perfect
white sand, dunes and pines - you won’t regret hours spent under the sun
waiting for your man to catch his ocean waves
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ADVENTURE

Portugal calls for adventures! Be it a surf expedition, an “into the woods” kind
of experience, a picnic among the dunes on a deserted beach, a haunted castle,
or a bus ride… on the river! Yes, you heard us right, this is the destination for
the curious and the restless, with nearly endless possibilities to wonder, wander
and explore within and beyond. Go see the Nazarre monster wave, feel the
power of nature at the highest point of Cabo Roca, pick your favourite secret
beach or invent your own adventure, one we haven’t even thought of. And of
course, go for the wine tasting whenever possible – that is how some of the
greatest escapades begin! Let us speak from broad experience here.

ADVENTURE

NAZARÉ
We are sure you have heard of the legendary ‘monster wave’ even if you
are far from being a surfer. This tremendous amount of water attracts
thousands of adventure seekers and adrenaline junkies, with only a tiny
percentage of them daring to surf it, while others watch in awe. If you
want to see the Monster in all its glory, plan your trip for the end of
autumn or check the surfers tide chart to figure out when the wave will
reach its peak. It doesn’t matter whether you are into extreme sports or
not: the day trip to Nazaré is worth it anyway. The route is scenic, the
sunsets are spectacular and an adventure is guaranteed, even without you
putting your wetsuit on. Hit the road, Jack!
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ADVENTURE

Area: BELÉM
Doca do Bom Sucesso

TAGUS CRUISES
A sunset cruise along the wide and gorgeous Tagus river is a must do on
a warm sunny day. At about this hour calm waters transform into liquid
gold and everything becomes simply magical. Pass the noble Belém tower
and Jerónimos Monastery, the gracious 25th of April Bridge, and toast
the overwhelming beauty of this city as the sun melts behind mandarin
rooftops. A daytime cruise offers eye candy as well. Wave hello to the giant ferries passing by, have a refreshing swim in the quiet bay, and sing
along to the old favourite: ‘Sail away with me, honey!’ Those pretty little
yachts are perfect for private parties and, like many other awesome things
in this generous country, they are very, very affordable - make sure you
do not miss this fun!

www.taguscruises.com
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ADVENTURE

Area: ALCÂNTARA
Rua Rodrigues Faria 103

LX FACTORY
Gentrification in all its glory! What was a massive factory 2 centuries ago
has been transformed into a young, cool, creative space where that Berlin
vibe is going strong. The whole industrial territory has been converted
into a pedestrian avenue dotted with little shops, indie designer studios,
cafes, restaurants and wine bars set in the former production houses (hello huge windows, exposed bricks and rough concrete!). There are vintage
stalls, barbershops and one amazing book store, which made it into all the
design guides: Ler Devagar, which translates as ‘Read Slowly’. You have
to visit LX Factory, if only for this amazing space, filled with antique
printing machines, billions of books, and a world-famous flying bicycle.
You can spend a whole day here, reading slowly, which is the point. And
those two wine bars located at the same spot will ensure you spend some
true quality time with your book of choice. Once done with reading and
quenching your thirst, join the street art quiz frenzy: how many radical
murals - from gigantic wall pieces to those tiny smart quotes that are scattered around - can you spot?
www.lxfactory.com
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ADVENTURE

Area: BENFICA
Largo São Domingos de Benfica 1

PALACE OF THE
MARQUISES OF
FRONTEIRA
If you are crazy about palaces, this place will make you lose your marbles.
Double warning if you have a thing for tiles: your family might never
see you again! Built in 1640, this privately-owned residence might as well
hold the title of national museum of ceramic tiles, as they are everywhere,
including the garden, and all of them are enchantingly beautiful. The palace’s Room of Battles was even dubbed ‘the Sistine Chapel of Tilework’,
which pretty much informs about the scope. But the palácio is not only
about the azulejo, this beautiful building is packed with 17th and 18th
century antiques, oil canvases and frescos showcasing the bygone era in
all its splendour. This fairytale is well worth the short ride to the suburbs
of the city.
www.fronteira-alorna.pt
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ADVENTURE

Area: COMPORTA/BREJOS

BEACHES OF
COMPORTA
Portugal is famous for its beaches and, seriously, on a lovely sunny day
even the most obsessed city lover should consider ditching the urban
pleasures for a day spent by the sea. And here we are talking some of
Europe’s most pristine landscapes! The quiet village of Comporta, a historical site for fishermen and salt-makers, is home to the most amazing
scenery: there are rice paddies and dunes, pines and cork oats, scarlet
poppies and lemon trees full of plump fruits the colour of sunshine.
And then there is the Atlantic Ocean, azure and emerald, fringed with
idyllic white beaches, the prettiest we have ever seen - and we’ve seen a
lot! Apart from many popular seaside destinations, you can still find some
almost secret, deserted spots here, where a picnic might look like Robinson’s Crusoe’s lunch break. But even those “busy” spots are still easybreezy, with the most relaxed crowd imaginable. Kick off your shoes, you
have no reason to hurry anywhere.
www.comporta.biz
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ADVENTURE

Area: CASCAIS

GUINCHO BEACH
The flour-soft and flawlessly clean sand, the dunes, the striking indigo
ocean merging with high-pitched blue skies - this is the beach of your
dreams. Trust us, if it was good enough for a James Bond movie, you
won’t complain either. Although serene, this sandy strip is packed with
action: local waves are the favourite attraction for surfers, wind-surfers
and kite-surfers, so get ready for a seriously adrenaline-packed show while
sun-bathing and playing with mud cakes. Can watching handsome surfers
be the next Olympic discipline please? We would be champions.
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ADVENTURE

Area: SINTRA

CABO DA ROCA
It is windy, it is rocky and it is simply breathtaking! The westernmost
point of continental Europe is gonna steal your heart with its wilderness,
but it is also a popular tourist destination. The waves smash the massive
cliff. The prickly bush scratches your ankles. The wind blows vigorously,
messing your hair into a beehive. Nature shows off, and the audience
gives it a standing ovation. Wander away from the large groups armed
with selfie-sticks and take the goat paths to find yourself an isolated
vantage point. Lay down on flat, sun-warmed rocks and let that notorious wind blow away all your worries. There is only tiny, humble you and
grand, generous, untamed nature. Well, and the hordes of excited, loud
tourists - but let’s pretend they are in a parallel reality, can we?
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ADVENTURE

Area: SINTRA

MOUNTAIN
CASTLES OF SINTRA
Castles galore! The tiny picturesque town of Sintra, with its narrow cobblestone streets and old-school cafes that seem trapped in time, spoons
with lush forest and hills covered with centuries-old pines. And almost
every hill is crowned with a castle! There are castles for everyone: dark
and medieval, or psychedelic Moorish ones, coloured in mustard yellow
and cranberry red, with some excessive, overwhelming details in the decor. The aforementioned is Palácio da Pena of course, the mind-blowing
residence of King Ferdinand IV - this one alone is worth a day trip from
Lisbon. But wait, there is more! If you want to see them all, three days
would be a good time frame, but you will not regret the time spent away
from the big city in this castle wonderland.

www.sintra-portugal.com
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ADVENTURE

Area: AZEITÃO
R. José Augusto Coelho 11/13

JOSÉ MARIA DA
FONSECA VINHOS
Do you love wine as much as we do? Then the HQ of the oldest wine producers in Portugal will be your paradise found. The tour around the beautiful estate run by the 7th generation of the famous family of winemakers
and the massive cellar will heat up your thirst for some grape juice, and
trust us, no one will get out of here on firm legs! You can choose from
a modest tasting of three wines to a more serious degustation marathon,
or, for the most serious players, a gastronomic journey complete with
wine pairing. Any of those tastings will wrap your head in the clouds and
make your whole body float. Just make sure you take home a bottle of
that twenty-year-old Muscat, the house’s pride and joy.

www.jmf.pt
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ADVENTURE

ALENTEJO
Dubbed the Tuscany of Portugal, this agricultural paradise is all you need
for your idyllic countryside fantasy fix. The Alentejo is rural, honest and
very welcoming - imagine visiting your long-distance family deep in the
countryside, and you will get an impression of the region. Get ready to
eat simple farmers’ food, hang with village folk and drink lots of wine.
They don’t call the area another ‘Tuscany’ just for its rolling hills! Oh and
by the way, have we mentioned the scenery? It’s stunning. There are emerald fields, castles, and vineyards, and a coastline with secret coves and
fishermens’ taverns… We won’t spill a word more - you simply have to
see it with your own eyes.
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ADVENTURE

Area: SINTRA

AZENHAS
DO MAR

If you look at it on the map, you will see only a massive green zone. There
is a little treasure hidden in that emerald bush though: sitting pretty on a
high cliff, the seaside village of Azenhas do Mar is a real gemstone, for
which it is well worth hopping on a train from Lisbon. It is only 30 km
away, yet it feels like another universe: things are slow, time stands still,
and only the fierce Atlantic goes wild, vigorously smashing against the
massive rocks. You can still tame it though, sort of: when the tide is low,
there is a natural rock pool where you can bathe, if you are warm blooded
enough to bear the cool ocean water. Now, let’s be honest, swimming is
not what has brought you here. This town is famous for the finest seafood! The Atlantic supplies all the deep-sea delicacies - mini-lobsters!
Abalones! All the shells! - in abundance, so get ready for a serious protein
overdose. The smartest idea would be to stop over for a decadent lunch
on the way to Sintra, so plan accordingly.
www.azenhasdomar.com
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ADVENTURE

Area: ALCÂNTARA-MAR
Doca de Santo Amaro, Edifício Hippotrip

HIPPOTRIP
Just imagine our faces when, while strolling along the banks of the Tagus
at sunset, watching cruise ships and tiny sailing boats peacefully pass us
by, right in the middle of the river we saw… a bus! It was a real commuter bus, full of people, slowly puffing along. It took us a few minutes
to understand what was going on, but once we did, we just had to applaud
- laughing out loud! - yet another genius idea from those Portuguese entrepreneurs! Well, you have probably seen and done it all, but we are sure
you have never, ever cruised along a river on a bus! This is your chance to
have a lot of fun and a story to tell!

www.hippotrip.com
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Thank you!
We are extremely grateful to all businesses and
entrepreneurs featured in this book - for making
LISBON the city it is. We have endless admiration for your courage, your passion, your desire
to be different, to be unique.
Thank you for making this world a better place!
Veronika Blomgren
Nikola Kostic

Your recommendations are welcome!
DEFINE FINE is our personal, private collection, and as
such it is ever-growing. Please, let us know if we missed
a great place or a new one has just opened, if you know a
great artist, who will be happy to open his or her world to
the public, or someone finally organizes sightseeing tours
on flying unicorns (looking forward to that one!).
Please note, that we cannot feature seasonal or short
lasting projects – places and people in our collection have
to stick around for a while.
Looking forward to hear from you!
www.definefine.com

Dear reader,
When visiting any of these fine places of
interest, we suggest that you check in advance
to make sure of the opening hours. Be sure to
look for the most recent editions of Define Fine
for the most up-to-date information, because
certain establishments may move after time or
even close their doors.

SO, HOW DO WE DEFINE WHAT IS “FINE”?
The places we choose for our Define Fine collections are:
BEAUTIFUL. We do believe that beauty will save the world. We are looking for

beauty in all of its manifestations.

LOCAL. The places we choose are deeply connected to the quintessence of the

local life. We will not recommend a sushi bar in Rome or a pizzeria in Tokyo –
unless of course they are incredibly exceptional.

GENUINE. We choose the places that have integrity and where passion is more
important than business revenues. Some venues exist only because their owners are quirky and just a little bit crazy. Some swim against the current. But if
it is done through true passion – it inevitably wins our hearts.
UNIQUE. We believe in the inspiration of individuality, the bright light of
diversity, the magic in endless possibilities from the seed of a great idea. We admire the courage of those who are ready to risk. We applaud those who want
to be different.
TOUCHING OUR HEARTS. In our journeys, we are looking for the soul of the cities

we visit. We listen to the drums of each city’s heartbeat, to the flutes of its streets
and we hear the symphony that each city is playing. The places we choose are
essential instruments in this orchestra.

THIS IS HOW WE MAKE OUR DEFINE FINE CITY GUIDES.
We ask the locals. We follow their footsteps.
We listen to our hearts. We trust our judgement.
We never set up a meeting or a photoshoot.
Our opinions are not influenced by anyone.
Our photographs are never pre-arranged.
We come incognito.
We pay our bills.
We love what we do. And we love to share it with you!
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